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answers, right, wrong and oblique. Mostly they are oblique.
His so-called " thinkers " were overtaken either by death or a
conviction of indisputable Tightness, before they had thought
anything out. The history of human thought is essentially
a history of human error, of a midden that has never been
thoroughly cleaned. Accumulation is the word for it. Never
in all recorded time down to this last syllable, has that mass
been submitted to an honest, sustained, digestive process.
Its unassimilated chunks become " classics ". The student of
philosophy doing " Greats " or whatever pompous name is
given to this stale resurrection pie, is introduced to a jumble of
incompatible ideas, a mixture of bits from different jig-saw
puzzles ; incoherence as wisdom. Our story of Edward Albert
has shown reason why we still wait for a comprehensive
clean-up. The little beast by the million blocks the way.
But that clean-up has to come, if the transition to sapiens
is ever to be attained.
And as with philosophy, so with religion. Religion is
the binding system of ideas and practices which holds a
community together. Obviously then, a healthy community
can have only one religion, and now that distance has been
abolished and mankind has become an interdependent world-
wide community, there can be only one religion in the world.
There can be no " religious toleration" in a sane world
community. Your community needs to be bound by a common
understanding, and you cannot allow organisations of priestly
kidnappers to attack the social solidarity because they have a
Church to sell.
The religion a world community needs is a very simple one.
It cannot hold together without a dogmatic assertion of the
supreme duty of outspoken truth, of the common ownership of
the earth and the equal rights of man. So long, as people
accept these fundamental dogmas, for dogmas they are, albeit
vitally necessary dogmas, there is nothing to prevent folks
elaborating whatever novel or antiquarian ceremonies or
mythologies they have a mind for,*or discussing in adult
freedom any seditious ideas that occur to them. In a reason-
ably educated world, there would be no justification for

